
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Update: February 2022 

Travel & Medical Evacuation Insurance 
 
With well over 30 years of experience sending anglers to worldwide destinations, we believe travel insurance 
is very important and merits careful review and consideration. Most of the destinations we represent require a 
substantial deposit and prepayment well before departure. All trip payments sent to The Fly Shop® are 
forwarded to the outfitter, usually within one working week. Many of these destinations have a short season 
with a strict “no-refunds” cancellation policy, regardless of the circumstances, unless a replacement is found. 
Travel insurance may be the only way by which The Fly Shop® will be able to assist you with compensation 
for a canceled trip. 
 
The Fly Shop® is not in the insurance business, however after much research and consideration we 
recommend Global Rescue with IMG Signature Travel Insurance or Redpoint Insurance who offers three 
options. 
 

800.381.9754 | INTL. +1.617.459.4200 
www.globalrescue.com/theflyshop 

For close to two decades, Global Rescue has provided unparalleled response and evacuation services to 
travelers around the world. From minor medical issues to life-threatening situations, Global Rescue’s critical 
services have been there when they were needed most. Travelers have trusted Global Rescue’s medical and 
security travel services since 2004, and now you can secure the value of your entire trip with Global Rescue’s 
Signature Travel Insurance. Global Rescue and IMG have created one of the industry’s most complete travel 
insurance products, integrating Global Rescue’s advisory and evacuation services with the financial protection 
of a comprehensive travel insurance program. 
 
If you destination requires medical insurance with comprehensive coverage for COVID-19, please contact 
Dan Chomko at Global Rescue at dchomko@globalrescue.com for a quote for $100,000 worth of coverage; 
it is very reasonable $100 - $200. 
 

+1.415.481.0610  
https://redpointtravelprotection.com/partner/flyshop/ 

 
Redpoint provides individuals and families world-class assistance, evacuation and travel insurance programs 
tailored to your travel needs. All of their consumer travel insurance programs include 24/7/365 access to 
their paramedics, nurses, physicians, military veterans and other travel experts. 
 
Product summary: 
• RIPCORD: Built for adventures away from civilization where there is no medical care. Evacuation is from 
the place of injury or illness to a stabilizing facility and then to the home hospital of choice. 
 
• CAVALRY: Built for the leisure/luxury traveler to locations where there is medical care. Evacuation is 
from treating hospital to the home hospital of choice. 
 
• HARBOR: Built for more economical trips and for people who do not need evacuation home. Evacuation 
is to the nearest appropriate facility (usually in the same city). 
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